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Unfortunately, no matter how loud Old Madam Murray cursed, Michael didn’t
show up. It was Gary who settled everything and sent her to the private plane
that flew her directly back to her hometown.

Since the Murray Family’s company was sealed for investigation, the living
expenses for Old Madam Murray would be paid by Michael from now on. It
wasn’t difficult to pay for an old woman’s living but Michael had no feelings for the
Murray Family, not even the slightest.

With this incident, his last tinge of good opinion for the Murray Family completely
vanished. Beside him, Sophia quietly listened to Michael as he instructed
someone to settle Old Madam Murray’s issue through the phone. There weren’t
any emotions on his face except indifference. Is he severing ties with the Murray
Family?

The Murray Family was heartless back then and she bet that they were cruel to
Elizabeth too. Had the Murray Family been kinder to Elizabeth, perhaps
Elizabeth wouldn’t choose to die after Theo passed away. If she was Michael,
she might not be fond of the Murray Family too.

Sophia had returned to the university for a few days and it so happened that
there was a special event in the university. A few important guests were visiting
the country and they were hosted by the President personally. After visiting many
iconic places in Bayside, their next stop was Bayside University, the building that
resembled the highest learning institution in Bayside.

If a foreign guest came to visit, the leaders of the university would personally host
him, along with a few outstanding students to accompany the guests for a tour



around the university. As the winner of Miss Misty Pageant, Sophia was naturally
one of the students that had to accompany the guests.

The leader of the university even wrote a script, which included the time when
the guests would be visiting the multipurpose building and that someone must
play the piano that was placed in the hall of that building.

When the guests visited the basketball court, there must be students playing
basketball. In short, they had to exhibit the extraordinary study environment of
Bayside University.

Not surprisingly, Natasha would be the one playing the piano at the multipurpose
building. When Sophia was informed of the arrangements that were made by the
university’s leader, she couldn’t help but rant in her friends group. ‘I not only have
to accompany the guests for a tour the whole day, I also have to accompany
them for a meal. Did any of you take up a job?’

Sean replied, ‘I didn’t receive any notice but Stan and their basketball team will
be having a friendly game with the basketball team from the School of Athletics. I
bet it’s a show for the guests.’

Sophia typed, ‘I wonder who the guests are, requiring such ostentation.’

‘They will be here tomorrow so we’ll find it out by then,’ Sean replied, to which
Sophia added, ‘I’m going home now. See you at Rocky Pinnacle tonight.’

After a while, Sophia appeared in the group that she created for games. ‘There is
a double experience event in ‘Swordsman Game’ at eight tonight. I’m looking for
a team so for those who are interested, please reply 1.’

Soon, many people appeared one after another in the group.

Imported Young Man replied, ‘1.’

Stupid Dog replied, ‘1.’



Sean replied, ‘1.’

The First Wife of the Admin replied, ‘1.’

Harry replied, ‘1.’

At eight o’clock that night, Sophia logged onto her account and created a team.
Meanwhile, Michael joined using his ‘Scary Phoenix’ account.

Under Scary Phoenix’s lead, they cleared the area without effort no matter how
difficult, and it was truly satisfying. Everyone in the team won awards in the
Esports competition. Even Linus, who just joined them recently, was as skilled as
the others in games. Besides, his account was bought from a high-level player so
it was rather easy to play with.

While defeating enemies, Michael browsed through the chats between this
account and Natasha two days ago. After he read through the shocking
conversation between Sophia and Natasha, he suddenly felt lost. He truly was
out of touch with the world of youngsters. Perhaps it had been a big blow to
Natasha, hence why she didn’t disturb Michael for the past two days.

While playing games, Sophia chatted with the team in voice message.

“Sophia, let’s have a barbeque on skewers tomorrow!” Stanley said.

Upon hearing that, Sophia murmured, “No, thanks. I have to accompany some
guests tomorrow at the university.”

“You only need to accompany them for lunch at best,” Stanley commented. “You
don’t have to accompany them for dinner. Besides, I found an interesting place
so I plan to bring all of you there tomorrow. Are you coming, Linus?”

Michael invited Sean to the team to search for Cooper, but Stanley was still kept
in the dark. He didn’t even know Linus’ identity but from what Sophia said about
Linus in the past few days, he knew that Linus was also in the computer industry



and was an academic overachiever, not to mention an expert in gaming too. This
caused Stanley to eagerly want to meet him so that he could seek advice
regarding the industry from him. Since he was still in Bayside, Stanley might as
well invite them out.

Linus asked, “What is barbeque on skewers? ”

“You’ll know when you come with an empty stomach tomorrow,” Stanley
commented and Linus replied, “Alright. Let’s fix a time and venue.”

And so, the few of them fixed the time and venue. Even Linus was excited to
have barbecue on skewers. He had a strong thirst for knowledge and had a
superb learning ability. After just a few days joining the group, he had learned to
create GIFs and frequently engaged in a GIF battle with Stanley.

Stanley then asked, “Does anyone else want to join?”

Sean and Sarah replied in the group, whereas the two remaining old men kept
their silence. Truth was, Michael had been silently reading their chats. Although
he felt guilty, he strongly hoped that Sophia could gradually grow closer with
Fass. Perhaps it was up to her to unearth some secrets. After fixing the time,
everyone logged out from the game.

That night, Sophia went to sleep early. She was rather excited to have a
university tour with the guests tomorrow. After all, the few of them were chosen
from tens of thousands of students in Bayside University and it was an honor for
her. Therefore, she had to be prepared so that no mistakes would happen.

Meanwhile, Michael was still working. As he read Linus’ history and experience
that Abel investigated, he gave a call to Abel. Linus’ experience was unbelievable
and Michael started to agree that the younger generation would quickly surpass
the older.



Abel was in Africa when he replied to Michael, “I’ll definitely find a way to meet
Fass in person this time.” Perhaps some secrets would be revealed once he met
Fass.

Meanwhile, Fass had left Cethos before them and should be in Africa now. Linus,
however, was still in Cethos. According to the information that Michael found,
Linus came to inspect the Michel Group’s branch office in Cethos. Michel Group’s
market was mainly in Europe and America. Although they sold their products in
Cethos, they didn’t have a high market share. It seemed like Cethos market
wasn’t the focus of the Michel Family.

To be precise, Fass was the one who didn’t attach great importance to Cethos
market whereas Linus, who just got onboard recently, seemed to be interested in
entering the Cethos market. In fact, Linus came this time to get a foothold in the
Cethos market.

The main business of Michel Group was computers and technology, including
smart computers, tablets, wristwatches, motherboards, software development,
game development and the like. Linus was an all-rounded genius in technology
and had an extraordinarily sharp vision for the company’s management, as well
as the development of both software and hardware. Otherwise, he wouldn’t have
taken over an enterprise, which had over ten thousand employees and running a
business of hundreds of billions, at such a young age.

Even the Esports World Championship was sponsored by the Michel Group, and
the electronic equipment that was used in the competition was provided by them
as well.


